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The AAE Newsletter – the new regular publication by the European umbrella
organisation of the actuarial associations in Europe – is intended to provide
you with current information from the AAE and its members.
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Upcoming events
The following AAE events are scheduled
23 November 2022, AAE webinar on Solvency II review and AAE’s activities organised by the AAE Insurance Committee. Registration is open and all
details can be found here.
Other events you may find interesting:
https://mailchi.mp/d68779f70e41/aae-newsletter-2022-9062956?e=056c1d568e
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3 November 2022, IAA Webinar on Climate-Related Disclosures and Risk
Past Issues
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Management: Standards and Leading Practices. This News Release provides
the link to the paper as well as to the registration.
The French Institut des Actuaires is partner of the 34th edition of the
Competition for Theses in Economics and Finance, carried by le Centre des
professions financières.
The theme for this year is FACING NEW CHALLENGES.
This competition is not only for actuarial students but more widely for students
in economics and finance. There is €25,000 to be shared between the winners
and their training centres!
The deadline for submissions is 31/12/2022.
Here are the links to the rules and presentation.
28 May - 1 June 2023 - ICA2023 in Sydney, Australia
Look back: AAE sessions at CONVENTION A
On 20 and 22 September, AAE participated with two sessions at CONVENTION A.
All recordings from our sessions are published on actuview for all registered actuview
users to access for free following this link.
All events can be found in the Calendar on the AAE website.

Event calendar

Publications
Are you looking for the separate articles of TEA #31? You can find them under AAE
News.

The European Actuary (TEA)

Blogs
Europe faces extraordinary challenges – by Lutz Wilhelmy
The title is really an understatement. Compared to one year ago, the news
https://mailchi.mp/d68779f70e41/aae-newsletter-2022-9062956?e=056c1d568e
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items in newspapers, tv and social media are dominated by alarming news
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and crises. Read more.
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Consultations from stakeholders
There are currently no outstanding consultations to which the AAE will respond.
If you wish to contribute to upcoming consultations, please check the outstanding
consultations and the relevant deadlines on the AAE website.

News from the AAE
AAE appoints a new Chairperson

At the AAE General Assembly, held on 7 October 2022, the AAE appointed Lutz
Wilhelmy (German national, living and working in Switzerland) as Chairperson.
Giampaolo Crenca (Italy) was elected Vice-Chairperson.
The press release with further details can be viewed following this link.
AAE approves European Actuarial Note (EAN 3) on Professional
Judgement

https://mailchi.mp/d68779f70e41/aae-newsletter-2022-9062956?e=056c1d568e
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The AAE General Assembly, held on 7 October 2022, approved the European
Past Issues
Actuarial Note (EAN 3) on Professional Judgement.
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This European Actuarial Note (EAN) is an educational document on professional
judgement performed by an actuary or by any other expert who would apply
judgements that are considered professional. This EAN has been adopted by the
Actuarial Association of Europe (AAE). For non-actuaries, this EAN may be used
mutatis mutandis.
Here is the direct link to EAN 3.
All other EANs as well as ESAPs and other relevant documents can be found on the
European Standards of Actuarial Practice page.
AAE conducts a survey on the attractiveness of an actuarial career
AAE wants to better understand how the attractiveness of pursuing an actuarial
career is currently seen in its member associations. A survey was sent to AAE
delegates to collect responses, before 20 November 2022 (link to the survey)
Submission deadline
If you have news to share that may be interesting for AAE delegates, please make
sure to submit your news before the 18th of every month.

The AAE Newsletter is composed by the AAE Communications Panel.
Contact: AAE Secretariat (moniques@actuary.eu and maikels@actuary.eu).
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